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this week
January 18 2011 at 8:09 AM

wadlbeisser  (Login wadlbeisser)

hallo 
this week i will get the butt stock from the FALKE 80 back 

 and after this i make the fotos from all my FALKE typs 
 FALKE 80--60--50 

 the picture you can see as soon as possible in 
 this forum 

 by th FALKE 80 in original and when it is a little nicer 
  

halleluija sog i (bavarian ) 
  

wadlbeisser
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks wadlbeisser. January 18 2011, 10:13 AM 

 
I have sent you an email.

  
------------------------------
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Pics of wadlbeisser's Falke mods 80, 50 & 60 January 23 2011, 10:57 PM 

 
With thanks to wadlbeisser for supplying these photos: 
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 Barryeye
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Re: Pics of wadlbeisser's Falke mods 80, 50 & 60 January 25 2011, 2:36 AM 

 
Has that 80 been Pakerised?? Looks good.
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Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

We should ask Franz January 25 2011, 6:24 PM 

 
Hallo Franz, 

  
At least Barry and I wonder whether you had your '80' parkerized, but I guess many more would like to know! 

  
At first I thought these pics were taken right after grit-blasting, but then I think I should have seen a brownish sheen , eh.... rust here and there. 

 The light colour could point at zinc phosphating, but perhaps the proud owner could tell us more.... 
 Was there any reason to opt for this rather drasticly different 'look'? 

 It looks, well, different! No mistake with a possible 'twin', that's for sure! 
  

Ánd, ánd I am fascinated with those 3 indentations on the diopter rail, as I have similar - even with the same irregular spacing - that on my rifle
looks like a botched job with a drillpress, as three marks are left underneath just drilled into the trigger block body. 

 I should have a look-see into the files now so as to see if this is not, after all, some footprint of a baboon..... 
  

Further more: how do those model 50 and 60 shoot? Does 'original' mean you pictured them in their original state? 
 The model 50 seems to have an 'optimistic', upwards curved barrel, not too uncommon on these youth models, and rather simple to correct; is it a

smooth barrel or is it rifled? 
 If you consider how many models, in rather small increments -or not too many differences in between models - a small company like A.Föhrenbach

made, it is no wonder the finances were stretched and soon over the limit. 
  

Anyway Franz, do let us know - bitte! 
 Mit freundliche Gruss, 

 Mike Meijer
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wadlbeisser=franz
 (Login wadlbeisser)

answer to some question January 27 2011, 6:15 PM 

 
halleluija sog i 

 so the model FALKE 50 is original and the barrel is 
 smooth (glatt) 

 the model FALKE 60 is also original and the barrel is 
 rifled (gezogen) 

 my model FALKE 80 i let it in a factory perlstrahlen 
 but the gun is also original and now it looks better than before (is my mind) 

 in the next days i try to get one model FALKE 50 more (by egun) 
 and my very good friend is organising fore me an other model FALKE 80 

 so is now inuf for the english writing 
 with the best regards to 

all the FALKE fan 
  

wadlbeisser=franz 
 don`t love about ma perfekt english
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

perlstrahlen means "bead blasting" January 27 2011, 7:57 PM 

 
according to Google translate (which seems better than Babelfish these days). 

  
Thanks Franz. 

  
So it looks like it's not Parkerised, nor cadmium-plated, like this Webley Mk2 Service I found on the web. The seller says it was coated with
cadmium to stop rusting in tropical areas! (It's for sale at UK£775. If interested, Google "cadmium Webley"). 

  
 

  
------------------------------
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Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

Amazing, Franz! January 27 2011, 10:05 PM 

 
I thank you for all that English, even if you are 'done' for now. With the metal of the gun fresh after bead blasting I think you will soon see some
rust appear, Franz. I guess at this point protecting it with some clear laquer or varnish should preserve this look best, but be quick about it. 

 Another 50 and 80 coming up, my, you are shaking some tree! Some picture(s) here will be nice whenever you have them.... 
  

Mit Dank und Gruss, 
 Mike 
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Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

A coat to protect February 1 2011, 10:45 PM 

 
the virgin steel has been applied by Franz, right after the bead blasting. That settles whatever question I, and perhaps others had about this
process. An apt title for this fair Falke, by a german pressure lamp collector, springs to mind: "Graue Eminenz" or 'éminence grise', which can
be translated as 'excersizer of power in a discrete way'. Hmmm.....
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

A postscript to this thread... March 1 2011, 5:45 PM 

 
...Franz has kindly provided pics of his finished mod 80, 

  
Thanks, Franz. 
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